recording ballistocardiograms has resulted, not only in greater understanding of the genesis of the record, but also in several important advances in other directions. Thus, under the impact of this analysis a new type of instrument, the ultra-low frequency ballistocardiograph, has been reintroduced and the older high-frequency instrument has been much improved.
A similar criticism, based on physical principles, has not as yet been applied extensively to some of the simpler and more popular methods of ballistocardiography; that is the aim of this paper. It can always be objected that the physical formulae used in such studies were derived either from theory, or from experiments with objects such as steel springs and oil damping, which bear little obvious resemblance to the complicated physical conditions that exist in the body where a large number of masses, some small, some large in size, are held together by bindings whose properties vary. The answer to this objection is two-fold. First the larger movements of the body studied, such as its movement as a whole on its supports, do conform closely to expectations from physical theory; and, second, the knowledge gained from calculations based on physical theory has resulted in improved methods and technics. So we This work was supported by research grant H-625 (0-8) from the National Heart Institute, National
Institutes of Health, U. S. Public Health Service. The cost of the computations described in this paper was supported in part by the University of Pennsylvania Computer Center and the National Science Foundation. have not hesitated to proceed with the calculations reported here in the expectation that they would lead to both greater understanding of the errors inherent in the simple methods and perhaps to technical improvements in the simple methods themselves.
In Dock's original method the body rested supine on a fixed surface such as a rigid table or floor. Driven by forces arising within it, the body moves back and forth on the rigid support, a motion permitted by the elastic properties of the body tissues; the ballistocardiogram is the record of this movement. The theoretical problem is, do the properties of the tissues distort the record of the forces? The practical problem is, how can a doctor who finds that the record of one person differs from that of another, be sure that the recorded difference is due to a true difference in the internal forces, and not to a difference in properties of body tissues that have nothing whatever to do with the performance of the heart? This study aims to seek an answer to these two questions.
During the first years after Dock's introduction of the shin-bar method it was customary to record either the body's displacement on the rigid surface or a mixture of displacement and velocity, which was called the "diagnostic" tracing. Later several investigators became interested in the body's velocity and acceleration (first and second time derivative of the displacement curve, respectively), as well as in displacement itself. At present some investigators are recording all three aspects of the subject's motion and others have decided to secure only one or two SHIN-BAR BALLISTOCARDIOGRAPHS performance of the heart and by means of modern electronic apparatus this information is easily secured. And it has been the hope that records of velocity and acceleration, by emphasizing certain aspects of the body movement, might emphasize those aspects of the record that are of especial clinical importance.
The accuracy with which the body's displacement is recorded by the shin-bar technics is easily determined by experiment. For example, records secured by the Dock method can be compared with those obtained by modern ultra-low frequency tables. Very little information, however, has been presented concerning the accuracy of the shin-bar velocity and acceleration tracing. In this study we have employed the technics of physics to look a little more closely at the displacement, velocity, and acceleration tracings secured from light bars firmly bound to the shins, at their mutual relationships and their interpretation.
Methods
To understand the relation of the recorded shinbar curve to the forces that produced it one needs to know the physical properties of the system concerned, and those related to the properties of the body have been calculated from available data for a subject lying on a rigid surface. In (table 1) .
It has been demonstrated that the shin-bar displacement tracing of a body whose movement is so resisted represents the internal forces originating the subject's movement or, what is proportional to it, the internal acceleration (x') of the center of gravity (c.o.g.), which is the second derivative of its internal displacement. To what extent such shin-bar displacement (x8,) curves will approximate this quantity may be seen from the amplitude and phase characteristics calculated from the data in table 1 and plotted in figure lA.
The relation of the three shin-bar curves of displacement, velocity (x8), and acceleration (x;) to one another and to the internal forces that originate them can be described in two ways that are mathematically equivalent.
Since the shin-bar velocity and acceleration curves are the first and second time derivative of the shin-bar displacement tracing, respectively, they may be regarded as depicting the first and second derivative of the internal forces playing on the body or as depicting the third (x) and fourth (xc) derivatives of the body's internal displacement of the c.o.g. It can be proved mathematically that the amplitude and phase characteristics holding for these relationships are identical with those plotted in figure 1A .
The body's velocity and acceleration tracings can be obtained from the shin-bar displacement curve by differentiating the latter once and twice, respectively. In the second view of the relationships we shall regard these differentiators as filters that emphasize higher frequencies in relation to lower ones.
This line of reasoning starts out from the same figure 1B . Likewise, the acceleration record may also be considered as a curve representing the internal forces, but again differently because of the fact that a second filter has been applied. The results, which indicate the distortion of the forces to be expected in the acceleration trace, are plotted in figure 1C .
Results and Discussion Figure 1A gives the results calculated for the displacement record and it indicates that components of the internal forces with a frequency in the range of the body's resonance frequency are exaggerated in the record while higher frequency components of the internal forces are sharply attenuated. Thus an internal force component having a frequency close to 3.6 per second would produce a far larger deflection in the record than an internal force component of the same magnitude but of a frequency considerably higher than 3.6 per second. The results plotted in figure 1B show that frequency components close to the resonance frequency are strongly emphasized with respect to all other frequencies. Figure 1C shows a mirror image of figure 1A with respect to a vertical line through the resonance frequency; in this case lower frequencies are cut off sharply so internal force components of low frequency will be strongly attenuated.
Thus figures 1A, B, and C define the changes that will be induced in the record of the body's internal forces by the three methods of recording them, body displacement, velocity, and acceleration. Each In figure 2 tracings are shown secured on the same normal subject with the Arbeit displacement, velocity, and acceleration ballistocardiograph, the so-called D-V-A instrument, and with the above-mentioned ballistocardiograph of ultra-low frequency. Inspection of these curves suggests immediately that frequencies around 4 cycles per second predominate in the direct body curves while that is not the case in the ultra-low frequency tracing (bottom). Thus the experimental results confirm the expectations derived from the theoretical calculations. The direct body ballistocardiogram, as it is usually recorded, is much influenced by certain physical properties of the body that have been defined in figures   1A , B, and C.
We have thus developed a theory that accounts for differences found among the three types of shin-bar records and the ultra-low frequency record. If this theory were correct, given any shin-bar record, one should be able to compute what that subject's ultra-low frequency record would look like, and vice versa. Indeed the ability to do this would go far toward establishing the validity of the theory. Direct body displacement, velocity, and acceleration tracings together with an acceleration tracing secured from an ultra-low frequency ballistocardiograph (bottom) of the same normal subject. The four ballistocardiograms were taken consecutively during rest. The direct body tracings were taken by Dr. Nahum J. Winer and are reproduced with his kind permission.
the aid of Fourier analysis; if it were to be performed by ordinary methods of computation, it would require so much time that it would be altogether impracticable to attempt it. The development of modern computing machines has, however, made such a transformation feasible. With the assistance of Mrs. Maxine L. Rockoff the data described below were prepared so that the computations could be performed by the Univac Digital Computer at the University of Pennsylvania. A typical average force ballistocardiogram, secured on a healthy subject by the ultra-low frequency method was taken as a starting point. The complex used is the fourth from the left in the lowest curve in figure 2 and it is enlarged to make figure 3A .
By Fourier analysis this curve was developed into a series of 60 harmonics the ampli- Amplitudes of the Fourier harmonics. A. For the ultra-low frequency tracing shown in figure 3A . B. For the computed shin-bar displacement curve plotted in figure 3D . C. For the computed shinbar acceleration curve shown in figure 3F .
tudes of which are shown in figure 4A . Figure 3B shows two plots of the synthesized curves obtained by adding the first 5 and 10 harmonics; in figure 3C are plotted similar curves for the first 20 and 60 harmonics. It turns out that the sum of the first 20 harmonics approximates the experimental curves very closely. Figure 5 shows the improvement of the approximation as a function of N, the number of harmonics added together. The ultra-low frequency curve having been thus developed into its series by Fourier analysis, we were now ready to compute what the shin-bar records of this subject would look like if our theory was correct. Figure 3D depicts the ultra-low frequency tracing distorted according to the amplitude and phase characteristics as calculated for Figure 5 Normalized values of the mean difference between the 120 equidistant amplitude samples (Pk) read from the experimental record given in figure 3A and the corresponding amplitudes (Sk) of the synthesized curve using the first N harmonics (N = 0, 1, ..., 60; N = 0 gives the base line).
the shin-bar displacement curve ( fig. 1A) . In order to obtain this result all 60 harmonics were changed in amplitude according to the amplitude characteristic in figure 1A (resulting in amplitudes plotted in fig. 4B ) and shifted in phase according to the calculated phase shift also given in figure 1A . The sum at each instant of the thus distorted harmonics is the curve in figure 3D . This is the theoretical shin-bar displacement curve of this normal subject.
To estimate the theoretical shin-bar record when velocity is recorded, the harmonics of the ultra-low frequency curve were treated similarly by means of the theoretical data given in figure 1B . After another addition of adjusted harmonics, instant by instant, their sum ( fig. 3E) , is the theoretical shin-bar record, when velocity is recorded, for this subject.
By means of the theoretical data given in figure 1C the theoretical shin-bar ballistocardiogram, when acceleration is recorded, was computed in a similar manner. The resulting amplitudes are plotted in figure 4C and Circulation, Volume XXIII, March 1961 Figure 6 Simultaneous records of shin-bar displacement and electrocardiogram in the cases in which the subject is free to move on his own tissue layer (top) and his movement is resisted by the use of a non-slip pad and a footplate (bottom). (The records in this figure and in figure 2 were taken on the same subject.) The improvement of the record may be noted by comparing these tracings with the bottom record in figure 2. the resulting ballistocardiogram in figure 3F .
The theoretical shin-bar ballistocardiograms ( fig. 3D , E, and F) can now be compared with the shin-bar records secured on the same subject by an Arbeit D-V-A apparatus (figs. 2 and 6, top). The resemblance is certainly very striking. Since, by means of our theory one can compute from an ultra-low frequency record the form of the three shinbar records, the theory is on the whole satisfactory and the cause of the differences between records of the two types is clearly understood. This difference is due to the physical properties of body tissues, whose influence, minimized by the ultra-low frequency technic, plays a larger part in determining the contour of the three types of shinbar records.
Difficulties with the Shin-Bar Method As Used at Present It should be noted that the curves depicted by solid lines in figure 1A , B, and C show a sharp peak to the amplitude characteristic.
Also the phase shift changes rapidly where the resonance peak is located. This means that small changes in the frequency of the components, such as would be expected from changes in heart rate, will result in considerable changes in the amplitude and timing of the recorded waves. Thus a given force, delivered at one heart rate, will be recorded quite differently from the same force delivered at another heart rate.
The same difficulty holds when the actual performance of the heart and the large vessels changes, as this is liable to alter the relative importance of the various harmonics. This means that not every change in wave form and amplitude recorded by shin-bar methods can properly be attributed to changes in the heart's performance or in the cardiovascular system, although great differences of cardiac performance will undoubtedly be detected by shin-bar methods as they are used at present.
Improvement in Shin-Bar Records
This study not only indicates certain deficiencies of shin-bar methods but it also suggests means of improving these simple methods. The theory indicates that the shinbar displacement record would be improved by tightening the body to its support. Theoretically this procedure would increase the body's resonance frequency and the characteristic given in figure 1A would shift to the right. This would result in an extension of the frequency range so that the internal forces acting on the body would be more accurately represented in the record than when the technic in common use today is employed. Thus one could predict that a shin-bar tracing, secured after tightening the subject, should be much more similar to the ultra-low frequency record ( fig. 2, bottom) than is the direct-body displacement record taken by the usual technic.
The results of a simple experiment confirm this prediction. Figure 6 shows a comparison of two shin-bar records taken on the same subject; the first is a displacement record taken by the usual shin-bar technic in which the body is free to move on its support; the second was taken with the subject resting on a non-slip pad and with the feet pressed against the wall, a change in the usual technic that raised the body- 
